Across
5. The revenge that the SC gets on Eric Kilfoil
14. These two characters battle each other while in the lighthouse
before it collapses
15. The prized item that Jared rescues from the burning lighthouse
18. Tyson’s secret that Jared discovers & torments him with
20. Where we first meet Austin see him running laps
23. The SC member who we discover planted sharp rocks in the
field in order to hurt Austin
24. The nickname that Austin Pace creates for Jared
25. Kid who wets his pants while he is trapped in lighthouse at end
of the story after discovering that Tyson is innocent
28. The nickname that Jared creates for Austin Pace
33. These two characters are battling each other to see who is the
most popular girl in school.
34. These two characters battle to see who is the fastest swimmer
39. Where Jared and Tyson have their first fight and Jared calls
Tyson a “slimeball”
40. The swimmer who is faster than Randall and gets caught with
red painted toe nails in front of his team
41. Most popular girl in the school who gets her diary pages posted
at school which say she is in love with a short kid

Down
1. One character accuses the other of being a bully who leads a
gang of kids in torturing other students
2. The revenge that the SC gets on David Berger
3. The revenge that the SC gets on Rebecca
4. The secret that Tyson confesses to while the Shadow Club
tortures him on the beach
6. The revenge that the SC gets on Austin Pace
7. These two characters battle to see who is the better singer
8. Where Jared first spies on Tyson and sees his “puppet
collection” and discovers Tyson’s “secret”
9. Assistant principal who thinks that Jared is the leader of a gang
10. Where Jared and Cheryl hang out and first come up with the
idea for the Shadow Club while playing “footsie”
11. the point of view for the novel
12. Jared’s friend / enemy who is faster than him and gives him the
dreaded nickname of “Gopher”
13. The school principal who gets his prized camera stolen
16. Tyson’s prized possessions that the Shadow Club rip to shreds
17. The second smartest girl in school who is always beat by
Tommy Nickols by “one point” on every assignment or test
18. Where Jared leaves Tyson & the SC tries to drown him
19. The revenge that the SC gets on Tommy Nickols
20. The foster child who has a bad habit of starting fires
21. What Jared discovers happened to Tyson’s family
22. What Tyson does to his home after he escapes from the SC
26. Cheryl’s cousin who is an incredibly good singer
27. They battle to become the fastest runner and team captain
29. Who was really responsible for the horrible pranks in the book
30. Where Jared and Cheryl finally discover Randall, and also
where Jared discovers that Tyson never did any of the pranks
31. Where Jared is asked to allow Tyson to join the Shadow Club,
and later he is accused of hurting Austin’s feet
32. The revenge that the SC gets on Drew Landers
34. He gets sent to the hospital trying to steal Kilfoil’s bball hoop
35. The place that Tyson sets on fire in an attempt to commit
suicide once he finally escapes from the Shadow Clu
36. The secret meeting place of the Shadow Club
37. The two sides of this external conflict are battling about who is
doing the “evil pranks”. It turns out to not be who Jared expects
38. Smartest kid in the ninth grade who came up with the nick
name “One Point” for Karin Han

